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NINTENDO® HARDWARE SYSTEM, GAME PAK OR ACCESSORY. THIS BOOKLET 
CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. 

THIS PRODUCT HAS BEEN RATED BY THE ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE RATING 
BOARD. FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE ESRB RATING, OR TO COMMENT ABOUT THE 
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THE OFFICIAL NINTENDO SEAL OF QUALITY. 
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Must be 18 years of age or have parental permission. 

Touch-tone phone required. 
$.85/min. (automated) $1.25/min. (live Sam-Spm PST) 
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to read the angles and direction of its movement. This allows subtle control that is 
not possible using the conventional Control Pad. 
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is turned ON, this position will be set as neutral 
This will cause games using the Control Stick to 
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START while holding the L and R Buttons. 

‘The Control Stick is a precision instrument, make sure not fo spill tiquids or place 
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Getting Started 

Warning: Never insert or remove a Game Pak when the power is on! 
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2. Insert the WCW NITRO Game Pak into the slot on your N64. 
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The universe of World Championship Wrestling holds more than mere gladiators 
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the politics of the squared circle, 

For participants in WCW Nitro, taunting can help or hurt as much as fists to the 
gut, piledrivers, and bodyslams. 
What drives the Superstars of WCW Nitro? These athletes put their bodies, souls, 
Porat hk asco! 
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With WCW Nitro, you take control of your favorite WCW and NWO athletes. 
Competing against the biggest stable of wrestlers in the history of professional 
wrestling, your skills drive the fate of your chosen Superstar. The fate of the 
entire wrestling universe may hang in the balance! 
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using either accessory, be sure to carefully read the Rumble Pak and Controller Pak 
accessory instruction booklets. Fallow the onscreen instructions to determine when 
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If you do not have a Controller Pak inserted into Controller 1, you will be asked #f you Cans) 
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point. If ou answer NO, you will be prompted to input a Controller: Pak into Le roca 

Note; Information can only be saved on Controller 1, Controller Paks inserted into other 
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GAME if you're ready to enter gameplay, or you can go to 
the Options Screen to modify your gameplay choices. Use 
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Before taking to the ring, you can review your options and dictate the rules and 
arena within which you will face the toughest wrestlers in the world. 

Use the +CONTROL PAD to highlight and modify your options: / 4 switches 
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con certain highlighted options takes you to another screen. Press the B s 
Button when you are ready to return to the Title Screen. NS 

The options are described on the following two pages. 
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much punishment you think you can takel 

RINGOUT TIME (DEFAULT: 20 SECONDS) 
Action outside the ring is commonplace in professional wrestling, and in WCW Nitro. Limit the time in 
which players can deal damage outside the ring to 20 SECONDS, 40 SECONDS, 60 SECONDS, or UNLIMITED. 
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deserve to play with the big boys of WCW NITRO. 

SURPRISE ATTACKS (DEFAULT: YES) 
Set this to YES or NO. If Surprise’ Attacks are turned on (with a YES setting), call on your allies from the 
locker room to run ringside and help you out of a jam. But watch out ~ your opponents have friends 
co 
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AUDIO (DEFAULT: STEREO) 
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BUTTON CONFIGURATION 
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choice, then use ¢/=> on your +CONTROL PAD to change its function. The A Button, B 

Button, and Z Button will always keep their original functions. 
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Controller Pak screen. Its options include LOAD, SAVE and ERASE. 
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Select START GAME at the Title Screen to enter the Select Mode screen. Choose from the following ways to 
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Try to become the WCW World Heavyweight Champion with the single-player tournament! 
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opponent for a one-time, one night only confrontation. 

ays 
You and a second player duke it out in a one-on-one battle to the finish. 
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Make no friends afid:take no prisoners in this ultimate test of stamina and fortitude! Select 
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‘thrown otit before the final bell, you will gain control of the next new combatant to enter 

the fray. Plug in up to four players for the ultimate in bone-crunching chaos and ass 
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The most important decision you will make as part of WCW. OSes. aE 
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+Control Pad to highlight a brawler, and press the A Button to choose him. Press the B 
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Backstage at WCW NITRO are dozens of wrestlers and managers waiting to be part of the 

action. You may encounter them as run-in characters causing interference or as part of 
GTA cred aura 

Take control of these characters by winning the Tournament level. Winning tournaments as 

different characters allows you to take control of different hidden characters. Use the Save 

mode in the Controller Pak section of the Options Menu to hold onto the hidden characters 
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When starting a game, you must load a previously saved game to reveal those hidden 

wrestlers you've already found. Once loaded, you can continue to find more hidden wrestlers 
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Energy decreases as you get hit during the match. If you can avoid being punched or 
thrown around for a period of timé, your energy will gradually increase. This goes for 
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Fach wrestling match consists of one bout. 
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In-a Tournament, the winner will be allowed to battle the next randomly chosen opponent. 

Er LER 
At the end of an Exhibition or VS match, the game will return to the Title Screen, 
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UOC TEC THE MATCH 
Press START to pause the game at any time. From the Pause Menu, you can continue the 

match, restart the battle from the beginning, or quit and return to the Title Screen. 

A match can be won by pinning your opponent and holding him for a count of 3. 

‘Amatch can be won by default or disqualification if a player or opponent stays outside 
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‘A match can be won by submission if a player or opponent #s too weak to continue after 

being placed in an especially painful hold. 
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left/right +Control Pad controls for wrestlers facing left. Except where noted, all the moves 
con these two pages can be used by all wrestlers. 
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Frankensteiner (Smalller Wrestlers Only) 
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Spinning Heel Kick 
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only he can execute. Only when you have mastered all of a wrestler’s special moves can you 
truly call yourself a WCW NITRO champion! 
The next seven pages reveal the special moves that you can use to pulverize the competition! 

© All moves use one or more C Buttons, indicated by #C, $C, Cand —C. 

© Some moves also use the +Control Pad, indicated by , $, ¢ and =», 
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‘* Some moves require special circumstances and are indicated by asterisks, using the 
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‘After whipping opponent tooropes 

+ From top rope, with opponent's energy flashing red. 
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50 WCW and NWO superstars ba Nes) TN 

MACHO SUPLEX 
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Over 300 unique wrestling moves 
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CHECK OUTTHE-OFFICIAL WCW WEBSITE: 

THQ INC. warrants to the original consumer purchaser that this Game Pak shall be free from defects 
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Pak, at its option, free of charge, 

To receive this warranty service: 
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unteasonable tise, modification, tampering, or by other causes unrelated to the defective materials or 
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warranty period, you may contact the THO inc. Consumer Service Department at the phone number 
noted. If the TH Inc; service technician is unable to solve the problem by phone, he/she may 
provide you with a Return Authorization number. You may then record this number on the outside 
packaging of the defective Game Pak. Send the defective Game Pak, along with $35.00 freight 
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DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE BREACH Of ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES. 
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specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. 

THO Inc,, 5016 N, Parkway Calabasas, Suite 100, Calabasas, CA 91302. (818) 225-5167 


